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ABSTRACT
We present the catalog of optical and infrared counterparts of the Chandra COSMOS-Legacy Survey,
a 4.6 Ms Chandra program on the 2.2 deg2 of the COSMOS field, combination of 56 new overlapping
observations obtained in Cycle 14 with the previous C-COSMOS survey. In this Paper we report
the i, K, and 3.6 µm identifications of the 2273 X-ray point sources detected in the new Cycle 14
observations. We use the likelihood ratio technique to derive the association of optical/infrared (IR)
counterparts for 97% of the X-ray sources. We also update the information for the 1743 sources
detected in C-COSMOS, using new K and 3.6 µm information not available when the C-COSMOS
analysis was performed. The final catalog contains 4016 X-ray sources, 97% of which have an op-
tical/IR counterpart and a photometric redshift, while ≃54% of the sources have a spectroscopic
redshift. The full catalog, including spectroscopic and photometric redshifts and optical and X-ray
properties described here in detail, is available online. We study several X-ray to optical (X/O) prop-
erties: with our large statistics we put better constraints on the X/O flux ratio locus, finding a shift
towards faint optical magnitudes in both soft and hard X-ray band. We confirm the existence of a
correlation between X/O and the the 2-10 keV luminosity for Type 2 sources. We extend to low
luminosities the analysis of the correlation between the fraction of obscured AGN and the hard band
luminosity, finding a different behavior between the optically and X-ray classified obscured fraction.
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1. INTRODUCTION
It is widely believed that galaxies and their central su-
permassive black holes (SMBH) undergo closely coupled
evolution. SMBH masses in the nuclei of nearby galaxies
correlate with bulge luminosity and stellar velocity dis-
persion, with a very small scatter (Magorrian et al. 1998;
Gebhardt et al. 2000; Ferrarese & Merrit 2000; Merloni
et al. 2010; McConnell & Ma 2013). Most SMBH - and
definitely the most massive ones - had to grow during
an active accretion phase, when they would be visible
as an active galactic nucleus (AGN), which implies that
most bulges had an active phase in their past. Galaxies
and AGN show also coeval cosmic “downsizing”: more
luminous AGN and more massive galaxies formed earlier
(and therefore their number density peaks at higher red-
shift) than less luminous AGN and less massive galaxies
(Cowie et al. 1996). Massive galaxies exhibit a peak in
star formation at z≃2 (Cimatti et al. 2006; Madau and
Dickinson 2014), and SMBH growth peaks in the same
redshift range (z=2-3), as the quasar luminosity function
(Hasinger et al. 2005; Silverman et al. 2008; Hasinger
2008; Ueda et al. 2014; Aird et al. 2015; Miyaji et al.
2015). However, even if this common growth seems se-
curely established, the causes of this trend remain largely
not understood (e.g. Merloni & Heinz 2008; Alexander
& Hickox 2012).
The co-evolution of SMBH and galaxies can be studied
with sizable samples of AGN, both obscured and unob-
scured, with sufficient multiwavelength data to disentan-
gle selection effects. To access the moderate luminos-
ity AGN that dominate the X-ray background requires a
deep moderate-area survey (≥ 1 deg2 in area, at sufficient
depth to detect AGN up to z ∼6), on areas wide enough
to measure large-scale structures and find rare objects.
Moreover, spectroscopic information deep enough to de-
tect faint sources (with L∗ luminosities) even at z ≃3 is
also required.
X-ray data play an important role in the selection of
AGN, because at these energies the contamination from
non-nuclear emission, mainly due to star-formation pro-
cesses, is far less significant than in optical and infrared
surveys (Donley et al. 2008, 2012; Stern et al. 2012;
Lehmer et al. 2012). X-ray surveys with Chandra and
XMM-Newton are also very effective at selecting both
unobscured and obscured AGN, including also a fraction
of AGN in the Compton thick regime, i.e., with hydrogen
column densities, NH , up to 10
24 cm−2 and up to z ≃1-
2 (Comastri et al. 2011; Georgantopoulos et al. 2013;
Lanzuisi et al. 2015; Buchner et al. 2015). Recent works
with the hard X-ray telescope NuSTAR detected candi-
date sources even above the 1024 cm−2 threshold, albeit
typically at lower redshift (Lansbury et al. 2014; Civano
et al. 2015a). For these reasons, the combination of X-
ray-selected samples of AGN and multiwavelength data
is essential to study the evolving properties of accreting
SMBHs and their host galaxies.
In the last 15 years, both Chandra and XMM-Newton
satellites have been used to survey both deep and wide-
area fields (see Brandt & Alexander 2015 for a review).
These surveys produced catalogs of X-ray emitting AGN,
which have then been combined with extended multi-
wavelength spectroscopic and photometric information.
These contiguous surveys follow a “wedding cake”
strategy, being layered in decreasing area and increasing
depth (see Figure 16 in Civano et al. 2015b, hereafter
Paper I), to obtain roughly similar numbers of detected
sources spanning a broad range in redshift-luminosity
space. At one extreme of this layer are wide/shallow sur-
veys like XBootes (9 deg2; Murray et al. 2005), Stripe
82X (31.2 deg2, LaMassa et al. 2013 and submitted),
XXL (50 deg2, Pierre et al. submitted) and 3XMM
(≃880 deg2, Rosen et al. submitted), which are designed
to cover a large volume of the Universe and thus find rare
sources, i.e., high-luminosity and/or high-redshift AGN.
At the opposite extreme are narrow/ultra-deep surveys
like the 4 Ms Chandra Deep Field South (CDF-S, 0.1
deg2; Xue et al. 2011; other 3 Ms of Chandra time have
already been granted in Chandra Cycle 15), which can
detect non-active galaxies, even at medium to high red-
shifts (Luo et al. 2011; Lehmer et al. 2012), and AGN
at z>5 down to very faint limits, but have statistically
small samples of sources at any redshift (e.g., Weigel et
al. 2015 showed that the CDF-S does not appear to con-
tain any AGN at z>5).
The Chandra COSMOS-Legacy project, i.e., the com-
bination of the 1.8 Ms C-COSMOS survey (Elvis et al
2009) with 2.8 Ms of new Chandra ACIS-I observations
(Paper I) is exploring a new region of the area versus
flux space, by using an unusually large total exposure
time (4.6 Ms total) with respect to the observed area
(2.15 deg2). Chandra COSMOS-Legacy is deep enough
(flux limit f≃2 × 10−16 erg s−1cm−2 in the 0.5-2 keV
band) to find obscured sources with no clear AGN sig-
natures in the optical spectra or spectral energy distri-
butions (SEDs) up to redshift z ≃6 and LX ≃10
45 erg
s−1; at the same time it is wide enough to have one of
the largest samples of X-ray point-like sources (4016).
Moreover, the Chandra COSMOS-Legacy sources are
also bright enough to obtain almost complete optical
and near-infrared (near-IR) identifications of the X-ray
sources (97% in C-COSMOS, Civano et al. 2012b, C12
hereafter): this extended follow-up is also due to the com-
prehensive nature of the Cosmic Evolutionary Survey
(COSMOS; Scoville et al. 2007) and to its multiwave-
length photometric and spectroscopic database (Schin-
nerer et al. 2007; Sanders et al. 2007; Taniguchi et al.
2007; Capak et al. 2007; Koekemoer et al. 2007; Zamo-
jski et al. 2007; Lilly et al. 2007; Trump et al. 2007;
Ilbert et al. 2009; McCracken et al. 2010; Laigle et al.
submitted).
The whole COSMOS field was covered previously in
the X-rays with XMM-COSMOS (Hasinger et al. 2007;
Cappelluti et al. 2009). Therefore, the high lumi-
nosity regime of the Chandra COSMOS-Legacy survey
(LX >10
44 erg s−1) has been already explored in a series
of publication from XMM-COSMOS (e.g. Brusa et al.
2009, 2010, hereafter B10; Allevato et al. 2011; Mainieri
et al. 2011; Bongiorno et al. 2012; Lusso et al. 2012,
2013; Merloni et al. 2014; Miyaji et al. 2015 among oth-
ers). The Chandra low background allows one to reach
fluxes three times fainter in both the 0.5-2 keV and 2-
10 keV bands. The combination of area and sensitivities
permits to study faint and/or rare systems (e.g. Fiore
et al. 2009; Civano et al. 2010, 2012a; Capak et al.
2011) and to measure large-scale clustering in the uni-
verse (Allevato et al. 2014). Moreover, Chandra can
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resolve sources with subarcsecond accuracy (Civano et
al. 2012b; Lackner et al. 2014).
In this Paper, we present the catalog of optical and
infrared counterparts of new Chandra COSMOS-Legacy
sources, presented in Paper I, and we describe and ana-
lyze several X-ray and optical/IR photometric and spec-
troscopic properties of the sources in the whole survey
(i.e., combining new and C-COSMOS sources). The Pa-
per is organized as follows: in Section 2 we describe the
X-ray, optical and infrared catalogs used in this work,
in Section 3 we describe the cross-catalog identification
technique, while in Section 4 we show the results ob-
tained in the identification process, and in Section 5 we
show some basic properties of the different types of opti-
cal counterparts. In Section 6 the spectroscopic and pho-
tometric redshifts of the survey are described, together
with the spectral and SED-based classification, in Sec-
tion 7 we describe the identification catalog, in Section
8 we analyze the relations between X-ray and optical/IR
properties and in Section 9 we summarize the main re-
sults of this Paper.
We assume a cosmology with H0= 70 km s
−1 Mpc−1,
ΩM=0.29 and ΩΛ=0.71. The AB magnitude system is
used in this Paper if not otherwise stated.
2. IDENTIFICATION DATASETS
The X-ray catalog used in this work is obtained from
the Chandra COSMOS Legacy survey, which properties
are extensively described in Paper I. In this Section, we
refer to the subsample of the catalog which contains 2273
new point-like X-ray sources, not previously detected in
C-COSMOS, detected down to a maximum likelihood
threshold DET ML=10.8 in at least one band (0.5-2, 2-
7 or 0.5-7 keV), corresponding to a Poisson probabil-
ity of P≃5×10−5 that a detected source is actually a
background fluctuation. The flux limits of the survey at
20% of the area of the whole survey are 1.3×10−15 erg
s−1cm−2 in the full band (0.5-10 keV), 3.2×10−16 erg
s−1cm−2 in the soft band (0.5-2 keV) and 2.1×10−15 erg
s−1cm−2 in the hard band (2-10 keV). The full and hard
band fluxes were extrapolated from net counts measured
in 0.5-7 and 2-7 keV, respectively, assuming a power law
with a slope of Γ=1.4 (not only for consistency with the
work done in C-COSMOS, but also because this slope
well represents a distribution of both obscured and un-
obscured AGN, being the X-ray background slope, see,
e.g., Markevitch et al. 2003). We report in Table 1 the
number of sources with DET ML>10.8 in at least one
band, for each combination of bands.
We identify the X-ray sources using the same ap-
proach as C12, searching for counterparts in three dif-
ferent bands:
1. i band (∼7600 A˚), using the Subaru photometric
catalog (Capak et al. 2007). Given that the Subaru
catalog is saturated at magnitudes brighter than
iAB=20, we completed our i-band sample using
information from the Canada-France-Hawaii Tele-
scope (CFHT; McCracken et al. 2010) and from
the SDSS catalog (see Section 4.2 for further de-
tails of the positional match between the i-band
CFHT and SDSS sources and the sources detected
in K or 3.6 µm band). In the analysis of the X-
ray, optical and IR properties of the sample de-
Bands Number
F+S+H 1140
F+S 536
F+H 448
F 121
S 21
H 7
Total 2273
TABLE 1
Number of sources with DET ML>10.8 in at least one
band, for each combination of X-ray bands (F: full; S:
soft; H: hard). F+S+H: source with DET ML>6 in each
band, and DET ML>10.8 in at least one band; F+S: source
with DET ML>6 in full and soft bands, and DET ML>10.8
in at least one the two bands; F+H: source with
DET ML>6 in full and hard bands, and DET ML>10.8 in
at least one the two bands; F, S, H: sources with
DET ML>10.8 only in full, soft, hard bands, respectively.
scribed in Section 8, we used the Subaru magni-
tude; if the Subaru magnitude was not available,
we used the CFHT magnitude, and we used the
SDSS magnitude only for those sources with no
Subaru or CFHT magnitude. Sources with only
SDSS information are mainly very bright sources
saturated in Subaru and CFHT catalogs. The final
optical catalog contains about 870,000 sources at a
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) >5, covering a range in
magnitude between i ≃12 and i ≃27. From now on
we refer to this catalog as the “optical catalog”.
2. KS band (2.15 µm), using the UltraVISTA infor-
mation from the Laigle et al. (submitted) catalog,
not available at the time of C12, and the CFHT cat-
alog. The UltraVISTA catalog has been obtained
detecting and selecting objects using the ultra-deep
chi-squared combination of Y JHKS and z
++ im-
ages. This catalog, although not K-selected, is
sensitive to redder wavelengths than the Subaru i-
band catalog, and it is therefore complementary to
it. The catalog contains ≃415,000 sources detected
at SNR>5 to a KS magnitude limit of 26, and cov-
ers an area of ≃2.0 deg2, while the CFHT catalog
contains ≃320,000 sources detected at SNR>5 to a
magnitude limit of 24.5, and covers an area of ≃2.2
deg2. In the analysis of the X-ray, optical and IR
properties of the sample described in Section 8 we
used the CFHT information only for sources with
no secure UltraVISTA counterpart available. The
Chandra COSMOS Legacy survey area is not com-
pletely covered by the K-band catalog: 27 X-ray
sources (≃1%) are in fact outside the field of view
of both the UltraVISTA and the CFHT surveys.
3. 3.6 µm, using the Spitzer IRAC catalog from
Sanders et al. (2007; hereafter we refer to this
catalog as the Sanders catalog) and the SPLASH
IRAC magnitude from the Laigle et al. (submit-
ted) catalog (hereafter “SPLASH catalog”). It is
worth noticing that the SPLASH catalog, unlike
the Sanders catalog, is not a 3.6 µm-selected cata-
log. The 3.6 µm SPLASH magnitude has been ob-
tained performing aperture photometry at the posi-
tion where the source has been detected in the com-
bined Y JHKS and z
++ image. Nonetheless, we
used the SPLASH information because it reaches
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more than 1.5 magnitudes deeper than the Sanders
catalog, with a significantly smaller photometric
error. The SPLASH catalog contains ≃350,000
sources with SNR>5, with a magnitude limit of
26.0 (i.e., ≃0.15 µJy), and covers an area of ≃2.4
deg2: 22 Chandra COSMOS-Legacy sources lie out-
side the field of view of this catalog. The Sanders
catalog contains instead ≃330,000 sources at 3.6
µm to a magnitude limit of 24.5 (i.e., ≃0.6 µJy) at
SNR>5 and covers the whole Chandra COSMOS-
Legacy field. In the analysis of the X-ray, optical
and IR properties of the sample described in Sec-
tion 8 we used the Sanders information only for
sources with no secure SPLASH counterpart.
In the final part of the identification process we
also made use of the Advanced Camera for Surveys
(ACS)/Hubble Space Telescope (HST ) images of the
COSMOS field (Scoville et al. 2007b; Koekemoer et al.
2007) to visually check our identifications, taking advan-
tage of the ACS PSF, of the accuracy of the positions,
and of the depth of the observations (IF814W ≃ 27.8 AB
mag, 5σ for an optimally extracted point source). The
ACS/HST survey covers only the central ≃1.5 deg2 of
the COSMOS field, therefore only ≃70% of the Chan-
dra COSMOS-Legacy sources were actually imaged with
ACS/HST : for the remaining part, we used the i-band
Subaru images.
We report in Table 2 the limiting magnitudes at
SNR>5 for all the catalogs used in our identification pro-
cess.
Catalog Maglim (AB)
i Subaru 27.4
i CFHT 25.1
i SDSS 24.6
K UltraVISTA 26.0
K CFHT 24.0
3.6 µm SPLASH 26.0
3.6 µm Sanders 24.5
TABLE 2
Catalogs used to find Legacy counterparts and their
magnitude limit at SNR>5.
3. X-RAY SOURCE IDENTIFICATION METHOD
3.1. Method
Following the procedure of Brusa et al. (2005), we
used the likelihood ratio (LR) technique adopted in C12
and first developed by Sutherland & Saunders (1992).
This procedure was applied first to the XMM-COSMOS
catalog (Brusa et al. 2007, hereafter B07; B10) with a
percentage of “reliable identifications” greater than 80%,
and later on C-COSMOS with a percentage of “reliable
identifications” of ≃96%. This technique takes into ac-
count, for each possible counterpart, the probability that
it is a real or a spurious identification, using both the
separation between the optical and the X-ray positions,
and, as a prior, the information on the counterpart mag-
nitude with respect to the overall magnitude distribution
of sources in the field, thus making this method much
more statistically accurate than one based on a positional
match only.
The LR is defined as the ratio between the probability
that an optical or infrared source is the correct identifica-
tion and the corresponding probability for a background,
unrelated object:
LR =
q(m)f(r)
n(m)
(1)
where m is the magnitude and r the positional offset
from the X-ray source position of the optical or infrared
candidate counterpart.
n(m) is the density of background objects with magni-
tude m: we computed the distribution of the local back-
ground objects using the objects within a 5′′–30′′ annulus
around each X-ray source. The 5′′ inner radius was used
in order to avoid the presence of true counterparts in the
background distribution, while we chose a 30′′ outer ra-
dius to avoid true counterparts of other X-ray sources. In
the case of X-ray pairs the outer radius could contain the
counterpart of a nearby X-ray source, but every annulus
contains a number of background sources large enough
(∼80 sources in i-, ∼70 in K- UltraVISTA and ∼45 in
the 3.6 µm band SPLASH catalog, respectively) to avoid
significant effects of contamination.
q(m) is the expected distribution function (normalized
to 1) for the magnitude, m, of the real optical counter-
part candidates. To compute q(m) we first assumed an
universal optical/infrared magnitude distribution for all
X-ray sources, thus neglecting any influence of the X-ray
flux on q(m). Then we computed q′(m) as the number of
sources with magnitude m within 1′′ of the X-ray source,
minus the expected number of background sources with
magnitudem in a 1′′ circle. The 1′′ radius maximizes the
statistical significance of the overdensity around X-ray
sources: a smaller radius would give a higher Poissonian
noise, while a larger radius would increase the number of
background sources. Finally, we normalized q′(m) in or-
der to have q(m)= const× q′(m) such that
∫ +∞
−∞
q(m) dm
= 1. The normalization value const is here assumed 0.92,
slightly larger than in C12, where it was const=0.9. This
normalization choice is the best trade-off between com-
pleteness and reliability, i.e., it allows us to find a larger
number of counterparts without significantly increasing
the number of expected spurious detections.
Finally, f(r) is the probability distribution function of
the positional errors, assumed to be a two-dimensional
Gaussian, with σ=
√
σ2X + σ
2
opt. σX is the X-ray posi-
tional uncertainty, computed as described in Paper I,
while σopt is the positional uncertainty in the optical/IR
band. We adopted the same optical positional uncertain-
ties of C12, i.e., 0.2′′ for the K band (McCracken et al.
2010), 0.3′′ for the i band (Capak et al. 2007) and 0.5′′
for the 3.6 µm band (Sanders et al. 2007).
3.2. Threshold Choices
A fundamental step in the optical counterparts identifi-
cation is the choice of the best likelihood threshold value
(Lth) for LR, in order to make a distinction between
real and spurious identifications. Lth should not be too
high, otherwise we would miss too many real identifica-
tions and consequently reduce the sample completeness,
but Lth has also to be high enough to keep the number
of spurious identifications low and the reliability of the
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identification high.
Reliability describes the possibility of having multiple
candidate counterparts for the same X-ray source. For
a given optical object j, the reliability Rj of being the
correct counterpart is
Rj =
(LR)j∑
i (LR)i + (1−Q)
, (2)
where the sum is over the set of all optical candidate
counterparts and Q =
∫
m
q(m) dm is normalized in order
to be equal to the ratio between the number of X-ray
sources identified in the given optical/infrared band and
the total number of sources in the X-ray sample. The
reliability Rk for each X-ray source is the sum of the
reliabilities Rj of all the possible counterparts of the k-
th X-ray source and it is by definition equal to 1. The
reliability parameter (R) for the whole sample, instead, is
defined as the ratio between the sum of all the reliabilities
of the candidate counterparts and the total number of
sources with LR>Lth, i.e. R=NID/NLR>Lth.
The completeness parameter (C) of the total sample
is defined as the ratio between the sum of the reliability
of all the sources identified as possible counterparts and
the total number of X-ray sources (C=NID/NX).
In C12 and in B07, Lth was defined as the likelihood
ratio where the quantity (C + R)/2 is maximized. In
the Chandra COSMOS-Legacy survey (C+R)/2 is al-
most flat at Lth≥0.5, as can be seen in Figure 1, where
we plot C, R and (C+R)/2 versus Lth for the optical
catalog, so we select a Lth value of 0.5 for both i and K-
bands. Given the lower spatial resolution of the 3.6 µm
data, we chose a slightly higher threshold Lth=0.7 in this
band, to reduce the number of spurious identifications.
The corresponding sample completeness and reliability
for the catalogs in the three bands are shown in Table
3: as a general trend, both C and R grow moving from
optical to infrared, due to the stronger relation of K or
3.6 µm magnitudes with the X-ray flux (Mainieri et al.
2002, Brusa et al. 2005).
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2
LR threshold
0.74
0.76
0.78
0.80
0.82
0.84
0.86
0.88
0.90
0.92
F
ra
c
ti
o
n
C
R
(C+R)/2
Fig. 1.— Completeness (C, red dotted line), reliability (R, blue
dashed line) and (C+R)/2 (green solid line) at given values of Lth
matching the optical catalog with new Legacy sources. The dashed
black line shows the selected threshold in this band, Lth=0.5
As a final remark, it is worth noticing that the val-
ues of C and R we obtained for the new Chandra COS-
MOS Legacy dataset are all in good agreement with those
obtained for C-COSMOS (C=0.85 and R=0.88 for i,
C=0.90 and R=0.92 for K, and C=0.96 and R=0.96 for
3.6 µm), and are higher than those of XMM-COSMOS
because of the better Chandra positional accuracy (angu-
lar resolution of ≃0.5′′ and ≃6′′ for Chandra and XMM-
Newton full width half maximum, FWHM, respectively).
Band C R LRth
i 0.82 0.87 0.5
K 0.86 0.93 0.5
3.6 µm 0.92 0.97 0.7
TABLE 3
Completeness (C) and Reliability (R) for each optical/IR
band.
4. X-RAY SOURCE IDENTIFICATION RESULTS
In this Section we show the procedure adopted to de-
fine the final counterparts after performing the likeli-
hood ratio analysis. As in C12 and in XMM-COSMOS
(B07, B10), the X-ray sources have been divided into
four classes, based on their counterparts associations:
1. Secure. Sources with only one counterpart with
LR>LRth. The vast majority of counterparts be-
longs to this class. 2214 of the 2273 new Chandra
COSMOS-Legacy sources (≃97%) have been classi-
fied secure after the whole identification procedure
(see Table 5).
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2. Ambiguous. Sources with more than one counter-
part above the threshold. 24 of the 2273 new Chan-
dra COSMOS-Legacy sources have been classified
as ambiguous after the whole identification proce-
dure.
3. Subthreshold. Sources with one or more possible
counterparts with LR<LRth within 5
′′ from the X-
ray centroid. 4 of the 2273 new Chandra COSMOS-
Legacy sources have been classified as subthreshold
after the whole identification procedure.
4. Unidentified. Sources with no counterpart, even
below the threshold, within 5′′ from the X-ray cen-
troid. 31 of the 2273 new Chandra COSMOS-
Legacy sources have been classified as unidentified
after the whole identification procedure.
A few examples of objects belonging to these classes
are shown in Figure 3 of C12.
4.1. Identification rates
First of all, we run the LR technique with the K-band
catalogs, using both the UltraVISTA and the CFHT
catalogs we described in Section 2: the positional er-
ror for the K-band sources has been fixed to 0.2′′, as
in C12. We first matched our sources with those in the
UltraVISTA area, assuming Lth=0.5, and we obtained
1690 counterparts with LR > Lth, while another 117
sources have a counterpart with LR<Lth. 583 Chandra
COSMOS-Legacy sources have therefore no secure Ultra-
VISTA counterpart (117 sources with a counterpart with
LR<Lth and 466 with no UltraVISTA counterpart). In
the CFHT catalog, 379 of these 583 sources have at least
one counterpart with LR > Lth: as a final summary,
2069 sources (92.2% of the X-ray sample inside the com-
positeK-band field of view) have at least one counterpart
with LR > Lth in the K-band.
We then run the LR technique with the i-band Subaru
catalog we described in Section 2. The adopted posi-
tional error for the i-band sources is 0.3′′, as in C12.
At a Lth value of 0.5, there are 1594 Legacy sources
(70.1%) with secure or ambiguous Subaru i-band coun-
terpart with SNR>5 and LR > Lth, while another 69
sources (3.0% of the whole sample) have one or more
counterparts with LR < Lth.
Finally, we matched our X-ray catalog with the 3.6 µm
catalog: the positional error for the 3.6 µm sources has
been fixed to 0.5′′, as in C12. We first matched the X-
ray catalog with the SPLASH catalog: at a Lth value
of 0.7, there are 2046 Legacy sources with at least one
SPLASH counterpart with SNR>5 and LR > Lth (91.1%
of 2246 X-ray sources inside the SPLASH field of view),
while another 41 sources (1.8%) have one or more coun-
terparts with LR<Lth. 227 Chandra COSMOS-Legacy
sources have therefore no secure SPLASH counterpart
(41 sources with a counterpart with LR<Lth and 186
with no UltraVISTA counterpart). We then matched
these 227 sources, with the Sanders catalog, and we found
another 125 sources with LR > Lth. Therefore, com-
bining the two 3.6 µm catalogs 2171 sources (95.5% of
the whole sample) have at least one counterpart with
LR > Lth.
The identification rates in all bands are in very good
agreement with those reported in C12.
4.2. Counterparts with 2<SNR<5
In order to complete our identification of optical coun-
terparts, we looked for i and K-band counterparts with
2<SNR<5; we did not perform this analysis in the 3.6
µm band, due to its lower spatial resolution. There are
157 X-ray sources with no counterpart with SNR>5 in
i-band but with at least one counterpart with 2<SNR<5
in i-band. Of these sources, 148 have at least one coun-
terpart with LR > Lth, while the other 9 have LR<Lth.
There are also 18 X-ray sources with no counterpart
with SNR>5 in K-band but at least one counterpart
with 2<SNR<5 and LR > Lth in the composite Ultra-
VISTA/CFHT K-band, and one source with one coun-
terpart with 2<SNR<5 and LR<Lth in the composite
UltraVISTA/CFHT K-band.
To complete our i-band catalog, especially at iAB<20,
where the Subaru catalog is saturated, we also matched
our K and 3.6 µm secure counterparts with the CFHT
and SDSS i-band catalogs, with maximum separation
dik=1
′′: we found i-band magnitude for 301 X-ray
sources (13.2% of the whole sample).
We report in Table 4 the number of counterparts in
the i, K and 3.6 µm bands, first using only sources with
SNR>5, then introducing also sources with 2<SNR<5.
As can be seen, the fraction of sources with a secure coun-
terpart is excellent in every band (79.8% in the i-band,
85.1% in the K-band and 90.1% in the 3.6 µm band),
but the number of ambiguous sources, i.e. of sources
with more than one possible counterpart in an optical or
IR band, is significant, especially in the i and K-bands,
where ≃9% and ≃7% of the Chandra COSMOS-Legacy
sources are ambiguous. In the next section, we describe
the approach chosen to significantly reduce the number
of ambiguous counterparts.
4.3. Solving the cases of ambiguous sources
As previously explained, ≃8% of X-ray sources have
been flagged as “ambiguous” in both i and K-band. We
developed the following procedure to choose the correct
counterpart: the main assumption is to use secure coun-
terparts in one band to solve ambiguities in the other one.
We started by matching i and K-band counterparts, and
then we introduced those in the 3.6 µm. For each source
we run a four different checks: if one was not satisfied,
we moved to the following one.
1. Counterparts in i and K-band have R>0.9 in both
bands. We kept these counterparts as the good
ones and we rejected any other counterpart of the
same X-ray source. The largest part of ambiguities
(≃50%) is solved in this first step.
2. There is a counterpart with R>0.9 in one band and
the distance between this counterpart and only one
counterpart in the other band is dik <1
′′. We kept
these counterparts as the good ones and we reject
any other counterpart of the X-ray source. Other
≃25% of ambiguities is solved in this step.
3. The two counterparts with largest R have dik <1
′′.
We kept these counterparts as the good ones and
we rejected any other counterpart of the same X-
ray source. After this step, less than 15% of the
original ambiguous identifications are still ambigu-
ous.
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4. There is a secure 3.6 µm counterpart within 1′′
from the X-ray source and one of the counterparts
in i orK-band have distance from the 3.6 µm coun-
terpart <1′′.
The number of 3.6 µm ambiguous identifications is
lower than in the i and K-band ones, because of the
Spitzer lower spatial resolution. For this reason, to solve
ambiguities in the IRAC band we adopted a simplified
procedure, where we first kept, if present, the sources
with R>0.9 and rejected the other candidates. Then,
for the smaller fraction of sources still ambiguous (≃15
sources), we looked for a secure counterpart in the optical
or K-band within 1′′. With this procedure, no counter-
part in the 3.6µm band is flagged as ambiguous.
During the analysis of ambiguous sources, we did not
use deblending techniques.
4.4. Final results for optical counterparts
We finally performed a complete visual check of all
the X-ray sources and their counterparts: we found a
further group of visually good counterparts (≃2% of all
the secure counterparts in the optical catalog, and ≃1%
of all the secure counterparts in the K-band catalog),
which were not previously found mainly because they
had SNR<2. All these new counterparts have separation
from the X-ray centroid smaller than 1′′ and already have
a counterpart detected with the LR ratio technique in at
least one of the other two optical/IR bands.
We report in Table 5 the final number of counterparts
in the i, K and 3.6 µm bands, after the resolution of
ambiguous counterparts and the visual inspection. 2214
sources (97.4%) have now a secure counterpart, i.e., one
counterpart above LR>Lth with all the possible others
above threshold rejected after our procedure and visual
inspection: this result is comparable with the one ob-
tained in CDF-S (96.8%, Xue et al. 2011) and better
than the one in Stripe 82 (≃80% in the optical SDSS
band, ≃59% in the UKIDSS near-IR band and ≃65% in
the WISE 3.6 µm band, LaMassa private communica-
tion). Other 24 sources (1.1%) have been instead classi-
fied as ambiguous, and only four sources are classified as
subthreshold. Finally, 31 sources (1.4%) have no coun-
terpart in any of the optical or infrared bands. These
sources are candidate obscured or high-z AGN, or both;
however, it is also worth noticing that a fraction of 0.3%
of Chandra COSMOS-Legacy sources (i.e. ≃12 in full,
9 in soft and 8 in hard band, assuming a threshold of 7
net counts) is expected to be spurious at the likelihood
threshold used in the X-ray catalog (Paper I).
We also point out that the fraction of counterparts we
found is consistent with the one obtained by Hsu et al.
(2014, ≃96%) using a slightly different matching method,
based on Bayesian statistics, which also takes into ac-
count both the magnitude and the source position, as the
LR ratio technique, and in addition works simultaneously
on multiple bands. We decided not to use this technique
for consistency with the C-COSMOS analysis and also
because the Hsu et al. (2014) method, although used
on the CDF-S, becomes significantly more effective than
the one we used only on very large area surveys, with
millions of potential counterparts, a significant fraction
of which with non-negligible positional error and without
homogenous multiwavelength coverage.
4.5. Sources in C-COSMOS with updated optical
counterpart
676 of the 1743 C-COSMOS sources have been ob-
served again during the Chandra COSMOS-Legacy ob-
servations, thus having now double Chandra exposure
and therefore improved positional accuracy errpos, given
that errpos ∝ C
−0.5
S , where CS are the source net counts
(see Paper I for further details). We performed the
same LR technique we used on the 2273 new Chandra
COSMOS-Legacy sources to check if the potential slight
change in the X-ray position of the source due to the
larger exposure and/or the use of different catalogs of
optical/IR counterparts with respect to C12 implied the
identification of a different (or new) optical/IR counter-
part. We found that 9 (1.3%) sources have a different
optical/IR counterpart, while 6 (1%) sources that had
no optical counterpart in C-COSMOS now have a secure
one. For all these sources, a new photometric redshift
(see Section 6.2) has also been computed.
We also run the LR ratio identification procedure on
the whole C-COSMOS sample with the new UltraVISTA
and SPLASH information, that were not available at the
time of C12. We found 52 sources (3% of the whole
C-COSMOS sample) with no CFHT K-band informa-
tion but with a secure UltraVISTA counterpart. We also
found 49 sources (2.8% of the whole C-COSMOS sam-
ple) with no 3.6 µm IRAC information from the Sanders
catalog, but with a secure SPLASH counterpart.
We report this updated information, together with the
newly available redshifts, in the new catalog of opti-
cal counterparts of the whole Chandra COSMOS-Legacy
survey.
4.6. Sources in XMM-COSMOS with updated optical
counterpart
866 new Chandra COSMOS-Legacy sources have a
counterpart in the XMM-COSMOS catalog (Cappelluti
et al. 2009) within 10′′. 104 of these sources have a dif-
ferent optical counterpart than in the XMM-COSMOS
optical catalog (B10), mainly because of the better an-
gular resolution of Chandra compared to XMM-Newton,
but also because we used different optical catalogs; also,
a significant fraction of these sources was flagged as am-
biguous in B10. It is also worth noticing that 36 of these
Chandra sources are actually part of pairs of counter-
parts of the same XMM-Newton source (once again be-
cause of the better Chandra angular resolution).
We report the XMM-COSMOS identification number
of all Chandra COSMOS-Legacy sources in the new cata-
log available with this Paper, in the COSMOS repository
and online.
5. POSITIONAL OFFSET AND OPTICAL PROPERTIES BY
IDENTIFICATION CLASS
We present in Figure 2 the X-ray to optical/IR separa-
tion and the optical/IR magnitude, in i (top left panel,
cyan), K (top right panel, orange) and 3.6 µm band
(bottom center panel, red). More than 90% of the se-
cure counterparts have a distance from the X-ray source
smaller than 1′′: the mean (median) value of the distance
from the X-ray source is 0.70±0.50′′ ( 0.59′′) for the i-
band counterparts, 0.67±0.48′′ (0.56′′) for the K-band
counterparts and 0.69±0.49′′ (0.58′′) for the 3.6 µm coun-
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Class ip ip iother iwhole fi,whole K K fK 3.6 µm 3.6 µm f3.6
SNR>5 SNR>2 SNR>2 SNR>2 SNR>5 SNR>2 SNR>2 SNR>5 SNR>2 SNR>2
Secure 1465 1581 232 1813 79.8% 1923 1935 85.1% 2049 2049 90.1%
Ambiguous 129 161 40 201 8.8% 148 154 6.8% 125 125 5.5%
Subthreshold 69 78 29 107 4.7% 53 54 2.4% 37 37 1.6%
Unidentified 610 453 – 152 6.7% 149 130 5.7% 62 62 2.7%
TABLE 4
Number of X-ray sources identified in each band and in total, for counterparts with SNR>5 and adding counterparts
with 2<SNR<5, and fraction f of sources with respect to the whole survey, after the contribution of sources with
2<SNR<5 has been taken in account. ip identifies sources with Subaru i-band magnitude, iother identifies sources with
CFHT or SDSS i-band magnitude and iwhole summarizes all sources with i-band magnitude.
Class i fi K fK 3.6 µm fK Total ftotal
Secure 2100 92.4% 2119 93.2% 2171 95.6% 2214 97.4%
Ambiguous 17 0.7% 9 0.4% 0 0% 24 1.1%
Subthreshold 92 4.0% 28 1.3% 36 1.6% 4 0.1%
Unidentified 64 2.8% 117 5.1% 66 2.7% 31 1.4%
TABLE 5
Final number of X-ray sources identified in each band and in total. “Total” is the number of sources with an
identification in one or more bands.
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terparts, a result in agreement with the one obtained dur-
ing the astrometric correction process of the X-ray obser-
vations described in Paper I. The distribution is instead
wider for subthreshold sources, where the mean (median)
distance from the X-ray source is 1.24±0.70′′ (1.17′′) in
i-band, 1.64±0.67′′ (1.56′′) in K-band and 1.60±0.96′′
(1.57′′) in 3.6 µm band. Moreover, subthreshold coun-
terparts are on average 1.5-2 magnitudes fainter than the
secure counterparts (see Table 6 for a summary). Both
the fainter magnitudes and the larger X-ray to optical/IR
separations are consistent with the subthreshold coun-
terparts being less reliable than the secure ones (see also
B10).
Band Secure Subthreshold
mean median mean median
i 22.8 23.0 24.5 25.2
K 20.9 21.0 22.1 22.8
3.6 µm IRAC 20.4 20.5 22.4 22.8
TABLE 6
Mean and median magnitude values for secure and
subthreshold counterparts in each of the three bands
used in our analysis.
We also analyzed the distribution of the distance be-
tween optical and infrared counterparts for the same X-
ray source: for secure counterparts (in both bands), the
mean (median) distance between i and K counterparts
is 0.17±0.38′′ (0.07′′) and that between i and 3.6 µm
counterparts is 0.17±0.41′′ (0.07′′). We do not report
the distance between secure K and 3.6 µm counterparts
because the vast majority of them come from the same
catalog (Laigle et al. submitted), which contains both
the UltraVISTA and the SPLASH magnitude informa-
tion, and have therefore the same right ascension and
declination. This small value in the separation between
optical andK/IR counterparts is consistent with the fact
that secure counterparts in different bands are actually
the same source.
We studied the distribution of the difference between
X-optical distances of the closest and the second closest
possible counterpart of “ambiguous” identifications, and
the distribution of the difference ‖Mag2-Mag1‖, where
Mag1 and Mag2 are the magnitudes of the “ambiguous”
identifications: here we define as “ambiguous” only the
sources with no secure counterpart after running the pro-
cedure described in Section 4.3. As expected, for more
than 75% of the ambiguous counterparts the difference
between the distances of the two candidate counterparts
from the X-ray source is smaller than 1′′, i.e. compara-
ble with Chandra resolution (≃0.5′′). Similarly, for more
than 70% of the ambiguous identifications the difference
in magnitude between the two candidate counterparts
is <1 mag, therefore not allowing to select one of the
sources as a secure counterpart.
6. SPECTROSCOPIC AND PHOTOMETRIC REDSHIFT
DISTRIBUTION
6.1. Spectroscopic redshifts
We cross-correlated our optical counterparts with the
master spectroscopic catalog available within the COS-
MOS collaboration (Salvato et al. in prep.), which con-
tains ≃80,000 spectroscopic redshifts.. The catalog in-
cludes redshifts from SDSS (DR12), VIMOS (zCOS-
MOS: Lilly et al. 2007, Lilly et al. 2009; VUDS: Le
Fevre et al. 2015), MOSFIRE (Scoville et al. 2015 in
prep; MOSDEF: Kriek et al. 2015), several years of
DEIMOS observations from multiple observing programs
(e.g. Kartaltepe et al. 2010, Hasinger et al. 2015 in
prep.), IMACS (Trump et al. 2007, 2009a), Gemini-S
(Balogh et al. in prep.), FORS2 (Comparat et al. 2015),
FMOS (Silverman et al. 2015), PRIMUS (Coil et al.
2011) and HECTOSPEC (Damjanov et al. 2015), plus
a negligible number of sources provided by other smaller
contributions.
The redshift confidence from the various contribu-
tors has been translated into the classification as de-
fined in zCOSMOS: 730 of the 2273 Chandra COSMOS-
Legacy sources have a reliable spectroscopic redshift, i.e.
with confidence ≥3 (spectroscopic accuracy >99.5%, es-
timated using those objects observed more than once,
and verifying if their redshift were in agreement). How-
ever, our sample contains also 211 sources with a less
reliable spectroscopic redshift (spectroscopic accuracy
<99.5%) but with the photometric redshift zphot specifi-
cally provided for this catalog (see Section 6.2) such that
∆z =
|zspec−zphot|
1+zspec
< 0.1. For these sources, we adopted
as final value the spectroscopic redshift one. In sum-
mary, we provide a spectroscopic redshift for 941 sources
(≃41% of the sample).
6.2. Photometric redshifts
For 1234 sources, we can provide only photometric red-
shifts. Photometric redshifts have been produced follow-
ing the same procedure described in detail in Salvato et
al. (2011), without any further training sample. De-
pending on the X-ray flux of the sources and on the mor-
phological and photometric (e.g variability) properties
of the counterpart, specific priors and libraries of tem-
plates (including galaxies, AGN/galaxy hybrids, AGN
and QSOs) have been adopted, and the best fit has been
found through a χ2 minimization, using the publicly
available code LePhare (Arnouts et al. 1999, Ilbert et al.
2006). Using the secure spectroscopic subsample as refer-
ence (i.e. only those sources with spectroscopic accuracy
>99.5%), we found an accuracy of σ∆z/(1+zspec)=0.03,
with a fraction of outliers, i.e., sources with ∆z/(1 +
zspec) >0.15, <8% (55 of 699), consistent with what was
already found for C-COSMOS (78 outliers out of 1020
secure spec-z), using a different spectroscopic sample.
Breaking down the sample (see Figure 3), for the 491
sources that are brighter than iAB=22.5 the accuracy,
estimated using the normalized median absolute devi-
ation σNMAD=1.48×median(‖zspec-zphot‖/(1+zspec)), is
σNMAD=0.012 with 5.5% of outliers. For the fainter
sample of 202 sources, where the number of the avail-
able photometric bands decreases and the photometric
errors increase, the accuracy decreases by a factor of ∼
3 (σNMAD=0.033) and the number of outliers increases
by the same factor (13.9%). The whole sample has
σNMAD=0.014 with 7.9% of outliers.
The photo-z computation provides for each source a
probability distribution function (Pdz), which gives the
probability of a source to be at a given redshift bin: the
nominal photo-z value is actually the maximum of this
Pdz. The integrated area of the Pdz on all redshift bins is
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Fig. 2.— Separation between X-ray and optical (IR) positions for i-band (top left), K-band (top right), and 3.6 um bands (bottom
center). Secure counterparts are shown in cyan (i-band), orange (K-band) and red (3.6 µm band), while sub-threshold counterparts are
shown in black. Sources with i-band magnitude from CFHT or SDSS are plotted as cyan stars. Histograms of separation and magnitude
are shown in each of the three plots. Histogram of separation and magnitude for i-band sources with CFHT or SDSS information are
showed with a dashed line in the i-band diagram.
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by definition equal to 1. At all redshifts, the agreement
between the distribution of the nominal values of the
photometric redshifts and the average distribution of the
Pdz is very good. However, using the Pdz instead of just
the photo-z nominal value allows to perform a much more
statistically thorough analysis (Georgakakis et al. 2014).
Chandra COSMOS-Legacy Pdz-s are already being used
in the space density computation at z >3 (Marchesi et al.
to be submitted) and in the AGN clustering estimation
at high redshift (Allevato et al. in prep.).
6.3. Redshift Summary
From this point of the Paper, we will talk about the
whole Chandra COSMOS-Legacy survey, i.e., of both the
new dataset described so far, together with the old C-
COSMOS sources.
The total number of new Chandra COSMOS-Legacy
sources with a redshift, either spectroscopic or photo-
metric, is 2182, i.e. 96% of the entire sample. In C-
COSMOS, 1695 of the 1743 X-ray sources have a red-
shift (i.e. 97.3%), 1211 of which have a reliable spectro-
scopic redshift, either secure (1032) or in agreement with
the photo-z (179). With respect to the C12 catalog, we
added new reliable spectroscopic redshift information to
296 C-COSMOS sources.
Summarizing, 3877 of the 4016 X-ray sources in the
whole Chandra COSMOS-Legacy field have a redshift,
i.e. ≃96.5% of the whole sample. We have a reliable
spectroscopic redshift for 2151 of these sources (53.6%
of the whole sample). As a comparison, ≃91% of the
740 sources in CDF-S (Xue et al. 2011) have either a
spectroscopic or photometric redshift, and ≃46% have a
reliable spectroscopic redshift, while ≃30% of the sources
in Stripe 82 (LaMassa et al. 2013 and submitted) have
a reliable spectroscopic redshift.
In Figure 4 we show the whole Chandra COSMOS-
Legacy survey spectroscopic completeness: the com-
pleteness is ≥80% up to a i-band magnitude (AB) of
21.5, then there is a linear decline in the completeness
value, which is ≃70% at iAB=22.5, ≃50% at iAB=24,
finally dropping below 25% only for sources fainter than
iAB=25. The relatively low completeness (≃50%) at
bright magnitudes (iAB<16) is due to the fact that most
of the sources in this magnitude range are stars for which
no spectrum was taken.
In Figure 5 we show the spatial distribution of the
sources with spectroscopic redshift (black circles) on the
whole Chandra COSMOS-Legacy area (red solid poly-
gon): as can be seen, the spectroscopic follow-up of the
Chandra COSMOS-Legacy sources has so far been fo-
cused mainly on the central C-COSMOS area (green solid
line), while a significant fraction of sources in the exter-
nal part of the Chandra COSMOS-Legacy field has not
been observed yet. Therefore, the spectroscopic com-
pleteness value of the whole survey will easily grow in
the coming years, thanks to a dedicated program with
Keck -DEIMOS (P.I.: G. Hasinger).
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Fig. 4.— Spectroscopic completeness of the Chandra COSMOS-
Legacy survey as a function of iAB (red solid line). 50% complete-
ness (black dashed line) is also plotted.
N
E
Fig. 5.— Sources with (black circles) and without (magenta cir-
cles) spectroscopic redshift in the Chandra COSMOS-Legacy area
(red solid line). The C-COSMOS area is also plotted (green solid
line). A significant fraction of sources in the external part of the
field has not been spectroscopically followed-up yet.
The redshift distribution of all Chandra COSMOS-
Legacy sources with a redshift is plotted in Figure 6 (red
solid line). The shape of the distribution is consistent
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Fig. 3.— Photometric redshifts compared to the secure spectroscopic redshifts, for sources brighter (left) and fainter (right) than iAB=22.5.
Open circles represent sources for which there is at least a second significant peak in the redshift probability distribution. Red solid lines
correspond to zphot = zspec and zphot = zspec ±0.05×(1+zspec), respectively. The dotted lines limit the locus where zphot = zspec
±0.15×(1 + zspec). Photo-z computed for the fainter sources are significantly worse in terms of both dispersion and fraction of outliers.
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with that of C-COSMOS (blue dotted line) and peaks at
z=1-2. Many spikes are visible in the distribution (see,
e.g., z≃1, z≃1.3), and these features are linked to large-
scale structures in the COSMOS field (Gilli et al. 2009).
The evidence of the most prominent spikes linked to the
large-scale structures remains also when using only reli-
able spectroscopic redshifts (black dashed line).
6.3.1. Sources without optical identification
80 sources in the whole survey have no optical counter-
part and lie inside the optical/IR field of view. We fur-
ther analyzed these sources, because some of them could
be obscured and/or high-redshift AGN (Koekemoer et al.
2004). We visually inspected all these objects, using both
X-ray and optical/IR images, and we found that about
50% of the sources have no optical counterpart because
of bad optical imaging, or because the possible counter-
part is close to a very bright object (star or extended
galaxy) and it is therefore undetected.
After this visual check, there are still 43 sources with-
out an optical counterpart, but with a K-band or 3.6
µm IRAC counterpart, or with no counterpart at all.
19 of these sources have both a K-band and a 3.6 µm
IRAC counterpart, 7 have only a K-band counterpart,
7 have only a 3.6 µm IRAC counterpart and 10 have
no counterpart at all. Nine of these sources have no
soft–band detection, thus suggesting high obscuration
rather than high redshift: seven of these sources have
DET ML>16 either in the full or the hard band, i.e.,
they are significant at ≥5.5σ; the remaining two sources
have DET ML∼12 in either the full or the hard band,
closer to the survey limit DET ML=10.8, and therefore
may be spurious X-ray detections.
6.4. High redshift sample
Chandra COSMOS-Legacy is also the X-ray survey on
a single contiguous field with the highest number of high
redshift sources: in the whole field there are 174 sources
with z ≥3 (85 of which have reliable spec-z), 27 sources
with z >4 (11 with reliable spec-z), 9 sources at z>5 (2
with reliable spec-z) and 4 sources (3 of which are new,
all 4 are photo-z) at z >6. The source with the high-
est spectroscopic redshift, z=5.3, lies in a proto-cluster,
where it is also the only X-ray source detected (Capak et
al. 2011; Kalfountzou et al. in prep.). A detailed discus-
sion of the sources at z ≥3, together with an extended
analysis of the space density of the X-ray sources in this
redshift range, will be presented in Marchesi et al. (to
be submitted).
6.5. Spectroscopic and photometric types
We report in Table 7 the characterization of the
sources by spectroscopic type (when available) for the
new Chandra COSMOS-Legacy sources and for those in
C-COSMOS. In the same table we also show how sources
have been divided on the basis of the template which best
fits the SED of the sources.
In the whole survey, there are 1770 sources with a re-
liable spectroscopic redshift and a spectral type infor-
mation; 722 of these are new sources. Of these 1770
sources, 632 (36% of the spectroscopic sample with spec-
tral type information) show evidence of at least one broad
(i.e. with FWHM>2000 km s−1) line in their spectra
(BLAGN). There are 1049 sources (59% of the spectro-
scopic sample with spectral type information) with only
narrow emission lines or absorption lines. These objects
are defined as “non broad-line AGN” (non-BLAGN). We
do not make a further separation between star-forming
galaxies and Type 2 AGN on the basis of the source spec-
tra, because the large majority of these sources have low
SNR spectra (mainly obtained just to determine the red-
shift) or are in an observed wavelength range which does
not allow to use optical emission line diagnostic diagrams
to disentangle in Type 2 AGN and star-forming galaxies.
Finally, the sample contains 89 spectroscopically iden-
tified stars (5% of the spectroscopic sample; see Wright
et al. (2010) for a detailed analysis of the stars detected
in C-COSMOS).
It is worth noticing that ≃58% of sources in the whole
sample are still without spectroscopic type, thus the frac-
tions of different spectral types may be not representative
of the complete sample.
3855 sources (96.0% of the whole sample) have a pho-
tometric SED template information. The largest part
(64%) of these sources are fitted with a non-active galaxy,
9% are fitted with an obscured AGN template and 23%
by a template with contribution by unobscured AGN.
Finally, 121 sources, 3% of the whole sample, have been
identified as stars on the basis of the photometric tem-
plate.
We compared the spectroscopic and photometric clas-
sifications and we found that 82% of the sources with
BLAGN spectral type have been fitted with an unob-
scured AGN template, while 97% of the non-BLAGN
are fitted with either a galaxy template (74%) or with
an obscured AGN template (23%). The lower agreement
for BLAGN is not surprising, given that BLAGN SEDs
can be contaminated by stellar light; this is particularly
true for low-luminosity AGN (Luo et al. 2010; Elvis et
al. 2012; Hao et al. 2014). Finally, 84 of the 89 spec-
troscopically identified stars (94%) are also photometric
stars. As a general assumption, we use the spectroscopic
type when available and if not the photometric one. In
the following part of the Paper, we refer to BLAGN or
unobscured sources as “Type 1”, and to non-BLAGN or
obscured sources as “Type 2”.
It is worth noticing that in XMM-COSMOS (B10)
there were ≃50% Type 1 sources and ≃50% Type 2
sources: Chandra COSMOS-Legacy reaches a flux limit
three times deeper than XMM-COSMOS and therefore
samples a larger fraction of obscured objects.
6.6. X-ray luminosity
In Figure 7 we show the X-ray luminosity versus red-
shift, in both soft (left, 2698 out of 4016 sources) and
hard (right, 2354 sources) bands, for sources with z >0
and DET ML>10.8. We converted fluxes into luminosi-
ties using the best redshift available, i.e. the spectro-
scopic one when available and the photometric redshift
for the remaining sources; we used an X-ray spectral in-
dex of Γ=1.4, to compute K-corrected luminosities. We
did not apply any obscuration correction. In Figure 7,
right, we also plot the z-L2−10keV curve of the knee of
the AGN luminosity function (black dashed line), com-
puted following the Flexible Double Power-Law (FDPL)
model from Aird et al. (2015):
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Fig. 6.— Redshift distribution of the whole Chandra COSMOS-Legacy (red solid line), of the sources with reliable spectroscopic redshifts
(black dashed line), and of C-COSMOS spec+photo-z (blue dotted line) for the redshift range z=0–3 (left) and z=3–7 (right).
Nnew %new NCCosm %CCosm Nall %all
Spectroscopic redshifts
Broad line 257 36 375 36 632 36
Not broad line 434 60 615 59 1049 59
Star 31 4 58 6 89 5
Photometric redshifts
Unobscured AGN template 445 21 449 27 894 23
Obscured AGN template 261 12 104 6 365 9
Galaxy template 1398 65 1077 64 2475 64
Star template 61 3 60 4 121 3
Visually selected star 8 0 8
TABLE 7
Number of X-ray sources divided by spectral or photometric type. Nnew is the number of sources from the new survey,
NCCosm is the number of sources from C-COSMOS and Nall is the sum of the previous two values. The fraction is
measured on the total number of sources with spectroscopic or SED template best fitting information.
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logL∗(z) = 43.53+1.23×x+3.35×x2− 4.08×x3, (3)
where x=log(1+z). As can be seen, we are able to sam-
ple with excellent statistics the luminosity range below
the knee of the luminosity function, up to redshift z ≃4.
10% and 3% of the sources in the soft and hard band,
respectively, have luminosities LX<10
42 erg s−1, i.e.
lower than the threshold which is conventionally used to
separate clear AGN from galaxies with no or low nuclear
emission, low-luminosity AGN or very obscured AGN
(see, e.g., Basu-Zych et al. 2013; Kim & Fabbiano 2014;
Civano et al. 2014; Paggi et al. submitted). This frac-
tion is significantly lower than the fraction of sources that
have been fitted with a galaxy SED template (66% of all
the sources). Therefore, the majority of sources fitted
with a galaxy template are actually more likely to be ob-
scured AGN rather than normal and starburst galaxies.
Chandra COSMOS-Legacy luminosity distribution in
the soft band peaks at LX≃3×10
43 erg s−1, and is an
excellent bridge between deep pencil beam surveys like
CDF-S (Xue et al. 2011), where more than 50% of
the sources have LX<10
42 erg s−1 and therefore are
more likely to be star-forming galaxies or very obscured
AGN, and large area surveys like Stripe 82 (LaMassa et
al. 2013), with a luminosity distribution that peaks at
LX ≃ 2 × 10
44 erg s−1 and whose main goal is to find
very bright AGN. This complementarity between differ-
ent surveys is shown in Figure 8, in the left panel. In
the same Figure, in the right panel, we show the hard
band luminosity distribution, where the peak is at LX≃
9 ×1043 erg s−1.
We also plot in Figure 8 the luminosity distribution
of XMM-COSMOS (B10, orange solid line): as can be
seen, XMM-COSMOS already sampled the high lumi-
nosity distribution in the COSMOS field, while Chandra
COSMOS-Legacy statistics is significantly better moving
towards lower luminosities (i.e., LX≤ 5 × 10
43 erg s−1 in
soft and LX≤ 10
44 erg s−1 in hard band, respectively).
Chandra COSMOS-Legacy covers with an excellent
statistics the range of redshift 1≤z≤3, i.e. at the peak
of the AGN activity and the following period, where the
sources span about two orders of magnitude in luminos-
ity (1042.5-1044.5 erg s−1): in redshift range z=[1-2] there
are 1582 sources, while in the range z=[2-3] there are 717
sources.
7. THE MULTIWAVELENGTH CATALOG OF CHANDRA
COSMOS LEGACY SOURCES
The multiwavelength catalog of the whole Chandra
COSMOS-Legacy Survey source identifications (i.e., for
both the new Chandra COSMOS-Legacy sources and for
the C-COSMOS ones) is available with this Paper, in
the COSMOS repository22 and online (in FITS format).
The multiwavelength properties reported in the catalog
are listed below.
1. Column 1. Source ID. Sources are listed in the
same order used in Paper I: first all sources de-
tected in full band, then those detected in soft band
only, then those detected in hard band only.
22 http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/data/COSMOS/tables/chandra/
2. Columns 2-3. X-ray coordinates of the source, from
Paper I catalog.
3. Columns 4-6. Maximum likelihood detection
(DET ML) value in 0.5-7 keV, 0.5-2 and 2-7 keV
band, from Paper I catalog.
4. Columns 7-9. X-ray fluxes in full, soft and hard
bands, from Paper I catalog. Negative fluxes rep-
resent upper limits.
5. Columns 10-12 Hardness ratio and hardness ratio
90% lower and upper limit, from Paper I catalog.
6. Column 13. Identifier number of the optical coun-
terpart from the Ilbert et al. (2009) catalog.
7. Columns 14-15. Optical coordinates of the source,
from the Ilbert et al. (2009) catalog.
8. Columns 16-17. i-band magnitude and magnitude
error in 3′′ aperture, from the Ilbert et al. (2009)
catalog.
9. Column 18. i-band magnitude origin: 1 Subaru, 2
CFHT, 3 SDSS, 5 manual photometry
10. Column 19. Identifier number of the K-band coun-
terpart from the UltraVISTA catalog from Laigle
et al. (submitted).
11. Columns 20-21. UltraVISTA K-band counterpart
coordinates, from the Laigle et al. (submitted) cat-
alog.
12. Columns 22-23. UltraVISTA K-band magnitude
and magnitude error in 3′′ aperture, from the Laigle
et al. (submitted) catalog.
13. Column 24. Identifier number of the K-band coun-
terpart from the CFHT catalog from Ilbert et al.
(2009) catalog.
14. Columns 25-26. CFHT K-band counterpart coor-
dinates, from the Ilbert et al. (2009) catalog.
15. Columns 27-28. CFHT K-band magnitude and
magnitude error in 3′′ aperture, from the Ilbert et
al. (2009) catalog.
16. Column 29-30. Coordinates of the 3.6 µm counter-
part from the Sanders catalog.
17. Column 31-32. 3.6 µm flux (µJy) and flux error in
1.9′′ aperture, from the Sanders catalog. To con-
vert to total flux, the standard factor suggested in
the IRAC user guide has to be applied (dividing by
0.765).
18. Column 33-34. Coordinates of the 3.6 µm counter-
part from the SPLASH catalog.
19. Column 35-36. 3.6 µm flux (µJy) and flux error
in 1.9′′ aperture, from the SPLASH catalog. To
convert to total flux, the standard factor suggested
in the IRAC user guide has to be applied (dividing
by 0.765).
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Fig. 7.— Rest-frame luminosity versus redshift in soft (0.5-2 keV, left) and hard (2-10 keV, right). Spectroscopic type (open circles) is
plotted when available, otherwise photometric information (cross) is shown. Blue sources are Type 1 AGN; red are Type 2 AGN. We also
plotted the survey flux limit (black solid line) and the L∗ curve as function of redshift from Aird et al. (2015, black dashed line).
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Fig. 8.— Rest-frame luminosity distribution in soft (0.5-2 keV, left) and hard (2-10 keV, right) bands, for all sources in Chandra
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solid line), CDF-S (blue dotted line) and Stripe 82 (green dashed line).
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20. Column 37. Final identification flag: 1= secure,
10= ambiguous, 100= subthreshold, -99= uniden-
tified
21. Column 38. Star flag: 1= spectroscopically con-
firmed star, 10= photometric star, 100= visually
identified star.
22. Column 39. Best redshift available. This is the
spectroscopic redshift if the spectroscopic redshift
quality flag is Qg≥1.5 (see below) and the photo-
metric redshift otherwise.
23. Column 40. Spectroscopic redshift.
24. Column 41. Spectroscopic redshift origin.
25. Column 42. Spectroscopic redshift quality. 2=
“secure” redshift, spectroscopic reliability >99.5%,
1.5= “reliable” redshift, spectroscopic reliability
<99.5% but there is a photometric redshift such
that ∆z1+zspec<0.1, 1= “not reliable” redshift, spec-
troscopic reliability <99.5% and there is a photo-z
such that ∆z1+zspec>0.1.
26. Column 43. Spectroscopic identification.
1=BLAGN, 2=non-BLAGN, 0=star.
27. Column 44. Photometric redshift from Salvato et
al. (in preparation).
28. Column 45. Photometric identification from SED
fitting (1=unobscured, 2=obscured, 3=galaxy,
5=star).
29. Column 46. Identifier number of the XMM-
COSMOS counterpart, from the Cappelluti et al.
(2009) catalog.
30. Column 47. Luminosity distance (in Mpc).
31. Columns 48-50. Rest-frame luminosity, in 0.5-10
keV, 0.5-2 keV and 2-10 keV bands, obtained as-
suming an X-ray spectral index Γ=1.4.
32. Column 51. Intrinsic neutral hydrogen (NH) col-
umn density, estimated using the best redshift
available and the hardness ratio from Paper I cat-
alog, assuming an X-ray spectral index Γ=1.8.
33. Columns 52-54. Luminosity absorption correction,
in 0.5-10 keV, 0.5-2 keV and 2-10 keV bands,
obtained assuming the intrinsic NH reported in
Column 47 and a power-law with spectral index
Γ=1.8.
34. Column 55. Lower limit on intrinsic NH column
density, estimated using the best redshift available
and the hardness ratio lower limit from Paper I
catalog, assuming an X-ray spectral index Γ=1.8.
35. Columns 56-58. Luminosity absorption correction,
in 0.5-10 keV, 0.5-2 keV and 2-10 keV bands,
obtained assuming the intrinsic NH reported in
Column 51 and a power-law with spectral index
Γ=1.8.
36. Column 59. Upper limit on intrinsic NH column
density, estimated using the best redshift available
and the hardness ratio upper limit from Paper I
catalog, assuming an X-ray spectral index Γ=1.8.
37. Columns 60-62. Luminosity absorption correction,
in 0.5-10 keV, 0.5-2 keV and 2-10 keV bands,
obtained assuming the intrinsic NH reported in
Column 55 and a power-law with spectral index
Γ=1.8.
8. X-RAY, OPTICAL AND INFRARED PROPERTIES
8.1. Redshift Evolution of Hardness Ratio
Through unbinned statistics and careful background
modelization, the minimum number of counts required
for the X-ray spectral analysis is set only by the max-
imum relative error that one wants to allow. However,
assuming a threshold of 70 net counts (Lanzuisi et al.
2013), there are only ≃950 of the 4016 sources in our
survey (i.e. ≃24%) that fulfill this requirement. Nev-
ertheless, it is possible to use the Bayesian Estimation
of Hardness Ratios (BEHR) method (Park et al. 2006)
to derive a rough estimation of the X-ray spectral shape
and therefore of the source nuclear obscuration. The
hardness ratio (HR) of the source is defined as the ratio
H−S
H+S , where H and S are the net counts of the source
in the hard (2-7 keV) and in the soft (0.5-2 keV) band,
respectively: an extended description of the procedure
adopted to compute HR is reported in Paper I. BEHR is
particularly effective in the low count regime, because it
does not need a detection in both bands to work and it
runs Markov chain Monte Carlo calculation to compute
errors.
To separate unobscured and obscured sources, we
adopted a redshift dependent HR threshold (HRth), com-
puted assuming a typical obscured AGN spectrum, with
a power-law with Γ=1.4: consequently, we consider
sources with HR>HRth as obscured. For sources with no
redshift information, we used HRth=-0.2, i.e. the mean
HR value of our redshift-dependent curve. 1993 sources
in Chandra COSMOS-Legacy (≃49.6% of the whole sam-
ple) have HR>HRth, including both nominal values and
90% significance lower limits. We point out that such a
value should be treated as a lower limit on the obscura-
tion of the AGN population in COSMOS, particularly for
those sources at high redshift and low-luminosity. There
are in fact two main caveats involved in the use of the
HR threshold: (i) the soft appearance of a fraction of
Compton Thick sources at high redshift (Brightman et
al. 2014), where we observe the intrinsic hard band emis-
sion in the soft band; (ii) a fraction of more obscured
sources (at a given intrinsic flux) have flux below the
flux limit of the survey and is therefore missed (Wilkes
et al. 2013).
In Figure 9, we show the HR distribution for optically
classified Type 1 (blue) and Type 2 (red) sources: spec-
tral types are used when available, and the best-fit SED
template model for the remaining sources. The mean
(median) HR is HR=-0.26±0.32 (-0.3) for Type 1 sources
and HR=-0.03±0.46 (-0.10) for Type 2 sources, taking
in account in the computation also the 371 lower limits
and the 616 upper limits (shown in Figure 9 as dashed
lines). The hypothesis that the two distributions are ac-
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tually the same is rejected on the basis of a Kolmogorov-
Smirnov (KS) test, with a probability >99.998%. A sim-
ilar result was already shown in B10 in XMM-COSMOS:
we found that the values do not change significantly if we
use only a subsample with flux f0.5−10 < 5×10
−15 erg s−1
cm−2, i.e. in the range where Chandra COSMOS-Legacy
statistics is significantly larger than the XMM-COSMOS
one, and are therefore not dominated by the brightest
sources.
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Fig. 9.— Average HR distribution for optically classified Type
1 (blue) and Type 2 (red) sources. Upper (towards the left) and
lower (towards the right) limits are plotted as dashed lines. The
black dashed line at HR=-0.2 marks the average HRth, computed
assuming a typical obscured AGN spectrum, with a power-law with
Γ=1.4.
Finally, we studied the behavior with redshift of the
HR: we show the result in Figure 10, where once again
we divide our sample in Type 1 (blue) and Type 2
(red) sources, on the basis of the optical classification.
We also show three curves of different column density
(NH=10
21,1022 and 1023 cm−2, dotted, dashed and solid
line, respectively), obtained assuming a power-law spec-
trum with Γ=1.4 (black) and Γ=1.8 (green). As can be
seen, the average HR of Type 2 lies above the NH=10
22
cm−2 curve at all redshifts, regardless of the assumed
Γ, while the average HR of Type 1 sources is gener-
ally below the NH=10
21 cm−2 curve computed assuming
Γ=1.4. However, the large dispersion in the HR distri-
bution, at any redshift, does not allow to claim that the
optically classified Type 1 and Type 2 sources lie in two
different regions of the HR versus redshift diagram. Such
a dispersion (in Figure 10 we show the 68% dispersion)
is particularly large for Type 2 sources (σ >0.3 at z <3),
where it is at least partially due to the fact that a sig-
nificant fraction of sources with a galaxy best-fit SED
template are actually objects where the galaxy optical
contribution is dominant, and it is therefore not possible
to correctly classify the AGN; in the X-ray, instead, the
AGN contribution is almost unbiased even at the Chan-
dra COSMOS-Legacy flux limit. We discuss further the
different information obtained using the HR as an obscu-
ration indicator, instead of the optical classification, in
Section 8.4.
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Fig. 10.— HR evolution with redshift for optically classified Type
1 (blue) and Type 2 (red) sources. The error bars represent the
68% dispersion. Three curves of different NH (10
21 cm−2, dotted
line, 1022 cm−2, dashed line, 1023 cm−2, solid line) are also plot-
ted for comparison, obtained assuming a power-law spectrum with
Γ=1.4 (black) and Γ=1.8 (green). Single values for each source
with significant HR are plotted in the background (darker scale
color indicates higher source density).
8.1.1. Intrinsic NH and de-absorbed luminosity estimation
To estimate the intrinsic NH of the sources in our sam-
ple we used the best available redshift and the HR of
each source, using a sample of redshift vs HR curves like
those shown in Figure 10. These curves have been ob-
tained assuming an X-ray spectral power-law with slope
Γ=1.8. We did not estimate a NH value for sources with-
out a reliable redshift. After estimating NH , we compute
the intrinsic absorption correction kabs=fabs/fint, where
fint and fabs are the intrinsic and absorbed fluxes in a
given band, respectively. Finally, we repeated the whole
procedure using the HR lower and upper limits, therefore
estimating upper and lower limits on the NH .
We compared our NH estimation with those from
Lanzuisi et al. (2013) on the subsample of 388 sources
with more than 70 net counts in C-COSMOS, and we
found a general good agreement. The sample can be di-
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vided as follows:
1. About 56% of the sources have only an upper limit
on NH in both our sample and the Lanzuisi et al.
(2013) one, and for ≃95% of these sources this up-
per limit is <1022 cm−2 in both samples.
2. ≃18% of the sources have a significant NH value
in both samples: for these sources the agreement
between NH estimations is generally good, with
a mean (median) ratio r=0.95 (0.88) between the
Lanzuisi et al. (2013) NH estimation and ours. We
did not find a significantly change in the ratio dis-
tribution at different fluxes.
3. ≃26% of the sources have a significant detection in
one sample and only an upper limit in the other,
and more than 90% of the sources in this last
subsample have actually a significant detection in
Lanzuisi et al. (2013) and only an upper limit in
our sample. This discrepancy can be explained
with the better accuracy that the spectral anal-
ysis provides with respect to the HR-based estima-
tion: it is also worth noticing that the majority
of our upper limits are located within the 1σ un-
certainty provided by Lanzuisi et al. (2013). Fi-
nally, the mean (median) redshift of this sample,
z=1.60±0.73 (z=1.52), is slightly higher, although
consistent within the errors, than the mean (me-
dian) redshift for the sources with an upper limit
in both samples or a significant detection in both
samples, z=1.33±0.72 (z=1.21).
A spectral analysis of the ≃950 sources with more than
70 net counts in the whole Chandra COSMOS-Legacy
survey (included the 388 sources already analyzed) has
already been planned (Lanzuisi et al. in prep.); more-
over, the excellent Chandra COSMOS-Legacy statistics
will allow to perform stacked spectral analysis of sources
with similar properties (e.g. optically classified Type 1
and Type 2 AGN), and therefore compute average NH .
8.2. X-ray to Optical Flux Ratio
Since the beginning of X-ray surveys, a typical way
to characterize different types of X-ray sources has been
the X-ray to optical flux ratio (hereafter X/O), which is a
simple first estimator of the source classification (Tanan-
baum et al. 1979; Maccacaro et al. 1988),
X/O = log(fX/fopt) = log(fX) + C +mopt/2.5, (4)
where fX is the X-ray flux in a given band, mopt is
the magnitude in the chosen optical band and C is a
constant related to the filter used in the optical obser-
vations and the band in which the X-ray flux is mea-
sured. The magnitude used in this equation is usually
the i or r-band one (see Brandt & Hasinger 2005). The
relation was first used in the soft X-ray band: in this
band, the largest part of bright spectroscopically iden-
tified AGN, both BLAGN and non-BLAGN, lie in the
region X/O=0±1 (e.g. Schmidt et al. 1998; Stocke et
al. 1991; Lehmann et al. 2001), hereafter defined as
the “soft locus”. Chandra and XMM-Newton studies
extended this relation to harder bands (Hornschemeier
et al. 2001, 2-8 keV; Alexander et al. 2001, 2-8 keV;
Giacconi et al. 2002, 0.5-10 keV; Fiore et al. 2003, 2-10
keV; Della Ceca et al. 2004, 4.5-7.5 keV; Cocchia et al.
2007, 2-10 keV). The trend (i.e. the existence of a “hard
locus”, a general correlation between X-ray and optical
fluxes) was confirmed at bright fluxes also in these bands,
but with a non negligible scatter around the median val-
ues, both in soft and hard band, at lower fluxes (Brandt
& Hasinger 2005).
This scatter is linked to different types of objects: ob-
scured AGN (NH>10
22 cm−2) generally lie in the re-
gion with X/O>1 (Fiore et al. 2003; Perola et al. 2004;
Civano et al. 2005; B10); normal, low X-ray flux galaxies
have X/O<-2 (Xue et al. 2011). Finally, a third class of
objects is defined, formed by unobscured X-ray Bright,
Optically Normal Galaxies (XBONGs, see Elvis et al.
1981, Comastri et al. 2002; Civano et al. 2007; Trump et
al. 2009b). These peculiar sources were named extreme
or “unconventional” (Comastri et al. 2003; Mignoli et
al. 2004) or “elusive” (Maiolino et al. 2003), especially
when X/O is defined in the hard X-ray band.
We studied the X-ray flux versus optical magni-
tude relation using the whole Chandra COSMOS-Legacy
dataset, in order to put better constraints on it, es-
pecially at the X-ray faint end, where our sample is
twice as large as the C-COSMOS one. In Figure 11
we show the relation between the i-band magnitude and
the X-ray flux in both soft (left) and hard (right) bands
for the whole Chandra COSMOS-Legacy survey: our
sample comprises only sources with i-band magnitude,
DET ML>10.8 in the given X-ray band and with red-
shift available, and contains 2777 sources in the soft band
and 2353 sources in the hard band. The “soft locus”
and the “hard locus” are also plotted, using a constant
C(i)=5.91 in the soft band and C(i)=5.44 in the hard
band. The constant has been computed on the basis of
the i-band filters width, for all the filters in COSMOS
(Subaru, CFHT and SDSS).
We studied the i-band-X-ray flux relation of the whole
Chandra COSMOS-Legacy by dividing our sample in
three different subsamples: (i) candidate AGN popu-
lation (red circles), i.e., sources with LX>10
42 erg s−1
in full band (or in the soft or hard band if the source
was not detected in the full band; 2523 in the soft band
and 2253 in the hard band); (ii) low-luminosity sources
(blue squares, ≃5% and of ≃3% the soft and hard sam-
ples, respectively: 135 sources in the soft band and 67 in
the hard band), i.e., objects with LX<10
42 erg s−1; (iii)
stars (cyan stars, 119 in the soft band and 33 in the hard
band).
A significant fraction of sources with LX>10
42 erg s−1
(≃19%) lie outside both the soft locus and the hard locus.
We then computed the 90% width of the X/O distribu-
tion, i.e., tracing the 5% lower percentile and the 95%
upper percentile of the i-band distribution of the AGN
population. To do so, we divided the sources in X-ray
flux bins of width 0.25 dex: the results are shown as
black solid lines in Figure 11. We call this the Chandra
COSMOS-Legacy locus.
The Chandra COSMOS-Legacy locus is shifted to
fainter optical magnitudes relative to both the soft and
hard locus by ∆(X/O)≃0.3-0.5 in both bands, and does
not change significantly over 1.5 dex in flux. The Chan-
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dra COSMOS-Legacy locus is consistent with that of C12
at any flux and is consistent with the X/O being defined
with soft X-ray selected sources, which are usually bright
both in the optical band and in the X-rays.
The majority of stars and candidate low luminosity
AGN or non active galaxies (i.e. sources with LX<10
42
erg s−1) lie in the region of Figure 11 at low X-ray
fluxes and bright optical magnitudes. However, there
is a fraction of sources with low LX which show X-ray to
optical properties consistent with those of sources with
LX>10
42 erg s−1: 20 of 135 sources with LX<10
42 erg
s−1 (15%) lie inside the soft Chandra COSMOS-Legacy
locus, while 19 of 67 (28%) lie inside the hard Chan-
dra COSMOS-Legacy locus. The fraction is considerably
higher in the hard band, where it is more likely to ob-
serve obscured AGN at low-medium redshift. The HR
distribution of the sources inside and outside the Chan-
dra COSMOS-Legacy locus is consistent in the soft band,
where the sources inside the locus have mean (median)
HR=–0.15±0.26 (HR=–0.14), while the sources outside
the locus have mean (median) HR=–0.17±0.34 (HR=–
0.19). In the hard band the sources inside the locus have
mean (median) HR=–0.11±0.33 (HR=–0.14), slightly
softer, although consistent within the errors, than those
of the sources outside the locus, which have mean (me-
dian) HR=0.12±0.38 (HR=0.08). However, even in this
last case the hypothesis that the two distributions are
actually the same can not be rejected on the basis of
a KS-test (p-value=0.06). A more accurate analysis of
this subsample of candidate obscured AGN is beyond the
purpose of this work and requires an extended analysis
of parameters like those derived from a morphological
analysis of the sources (see Xue et al. 2011; Ranalli et
al. 2012). We are also planning a detailed spectral anal-
ysis of the low luminosity sources (Lanzuisi et al. in
preparation), to determine the average spectral slope Γ
and the intrinsic absorption NH of the sources inside and
outside the AGN locus.
We also studied the trend with X-ray soft flux of the K
and 3.6 µm magnitudes: the two samples contain 2824
and 2868 sources with LX>10
42 erg s−1, respectively.
Here the soft locus has been computed with Equation
4, using constants C=6.86 and C=7.34 for the K and
3.6 µm bands, respectively. We computed again also the
region which contains 90% of the AGN population and
we found that this region is smaller(∼ 1 mag) than in
the i-band (we show the K-band relation in Figure 12).
This narrower relation suggests that the relation of K
and 3.6 µm magnitudes with the X-ray flux is stronger
than that of the i-band one, an evidence which is also
reflected in the higher identification rates for K and 3.6
µm counterparts. Such a result could be mainly linked to
the lower contribution of the nuclear extinction at near-
infrared wavelengths (Mainieri et al. 2002; Brusa et al.
2005).
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Fig. 12.— Soft X-ray flux versus K-band total (aperture cor-
rected) magnitude, for all X-ray sources with a K-band coun-
terpart. The black dashed lines define the so-called “soft locus”
of AGN along the correlation X/O=0±1. Red circles are AGN
(LX>10
42 erg s−1, darker scale color indicates higher source den-
sity), blue squares are sources with LX<10
42 erg s−1 and cyan
stars are stars. Black solid lines represent the region including
90% of the Chandra COSMOS-Legacy AGN population.
8.3. X/O–hard band luminosity relation with
spectroscopic and photometric classification
In Figure 13 we show X/O versus the hard band X-
ray luminosity for the 2243 sources with a significant
detection in the hard band, with optical counterpart,
with spectroscopic or photometric classification and with
LX>10
42 erg s−1 in the 2-10 keV hard band. Fiore et al.
(2003) showed the existence of a linear correlation be-
tween X/O and the hard X-ray luminosities for Type 2
AGN. Such a correlation is due to the fact that extinction
strongly reduces the nuclear UV/optical emission (where
the only remaining contribution is from the host galaxy),
but it is instead not heavily attenuated in the 2-10 keV
band, at least for sources with NH<10
24 cm−2.
In the Chandra COSMOS-Legacy sample, Type 2 AGN
(red) show a clear linear trend over more than three or-
ders of magnitude, with slope 0.98±0.02 (black solid line)
and correlation coefficient ρ=0.81, with p-value=0. This
subsample consists of 1551 sources, out of which 646 are
spectroscopic Type 2 AGN, 59 are sources with photo-
metric redshifts and SED fitted with an obscured AGN
template, and the remaining 846 sources have photo-z
and SED best fitted with a galaxy template. On the
other hand, unobscured AGN (blue, 692 sources, out
of which 518 with spectroscopic information and the re-
maining 174 with only photometric information) do not
show a clear trend between hard X-ray luminosity and
X/O: Type 1 AGN are on average 0.5 dex more lumi-
nous than non-Type 1 AGN (97% of the Type 1 sources
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Fig. 11.— X-ray flux (soft on the left, hard on the right) versus i-band total (aperture corrected) magnitude, for all X-ray sources with
an i-band counterpart. The black dashed lines define the so-called “soft locus” and “hard locus” of AGN along the correlation X/O=0±1.
Red circles are AGN (LX>10
42 erg s−1, darker scale color indicates higher source density), blue squares are sources with LX<10
42 erg
s−1 and cyan stars are stars. Black solid lines represent the region including 90% of the Chandra COSMOS-Legacy AGN population.
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have LX>10
43 erg s−1), but there are many sources with
X/O<0 even at high X-ray luminosity. This is an ex-
pected result, because BLAGN have by definition low
obscuration, so the optical flux is higher than in Type 2
AGN, at any X-ray flux.
We then tested this relation only for the 513 Type
2 sources with FX>8×10
−15 erg s−1 cm−2 in the hard
band, i.e., the flux limit of HELLAS2XMM (Fiore et al.
2003), where the trend between X/O and LX(2-10 keV)
was first reported. For this subsample, a linear relation
(black dashed line) still exists, with slope 0.95±0.03 and
correlation coefficient ρ=0.81, with p-value=0.
At the faint end of the Type 2 optical counterparts
(i >25, 284 sources, green) we instead found a con-
siderably weaker trend (black dotted line), with slope
0.45±0.04 and correlation coefficient ρ=0.54, with p-
value=0, confirming that the relation between X/O and
LX becomes flatter, if not totally disappears, moving
to faint magnitudes (Barger et al. 2005; Civano et al.
2005). This trend could be partially explained with a
selection effect, but when we selected other optical mag-
nitude ranges we found that the relation still exists, even
if less steep (for example, for i=[21-23] the relation has
slope 0.69±0.04 and ρ=0.82, while for i=[22-24] the rela-
tion has slope 0.65±0.04 and ρ=0.78, with p-value=0 in
both cases). However, it is also worth noticing that in the
i >25 subsample about 90% of the sources have only a
photometric redshift available, and optically faint objects
have less reliable photo-z (Salvato et al. 2009; Ilbert et
al. 2010). Consequently, the flattening of the slope could
be partially caused by an average over-estimation of the
faint objects redshifts and consequently luminosities (and
star formation rates). On the other hand, the trend does
not change significantly (slope 0.48±0.10 and correlation
coefficient ρ=0.61, with p-value=5×10−5), with respect
to the whole Type 2 with i >25 subsample, when we
select only the 30 sources with i >25 and reliable spec-z.
We tested several parameters to determine potential
physical causes of the less significant correlation in the
optically faint subsample.
1. There is no difference in the HR of the two samples:
the mean HR value is the same for both the whole
sample of candidate Type 2 (HR=0.05±0.37) and
in the optically faint subsample (HR=0.07±0.33),
and the hypothesis that the two distributions are
actually the same can not be rejected on the basis
of a KS-test (p-value=0.57).
2. The mean redshift of the whole sample,
z=1.31±0.70, is lower than the one of the
optically faint subsample (although in agreement
within the errors), z=2.11±0.60. The hypothe-
sis that these two redshift distributions can be
obtained by by the same parent population is
rejected on the basis of a KS-test (P>99.999%).
The difference between the redshift distributions,
combined with the agreement between the HR
distributions, implies that the i >25 sources have,
on average, higher NH than those in the overall
Type 2 sample (see Alexander et al. 2001; Mainieri
et al. 2005).
3. Suh et al. (to be submitted) performed a multi-
component modeling from far-infrared (500µm) to
near-ultraviolet (2300A˚) using a 3-component SED
fitting with nuclear hot dust torus, galaxy, and
starburst components in order to decompose the
SED into a nuclear AGN and host galaxy stellar
contributions. They derived an estimate of the
host galaxy stellar masses using the best-fit galaxy
template, then calculating the total IR luminosi-
ties, which are integrated between 8-1000 µm from
the best-fit starburst template. They then com-
bined the infrared observations with UV observa-
tions to derive the total star formation rate (SFR),
SFRtot=SFRIR+SFRUV , thus estimating reliable
SFRs for both obscured and unobscured sources
(Arnouts et al. 2013).
The specific star formation rate (sSFR=SFR/M∗)
distribution spans over five orders of magnitude
(sSFR=[10−13-10−8] yr−1) for the whole sample of
candidate Type 2 AGN, while is slightly narrower
for the subsample with i >25 (sSFR=[10−11-10−8]
yr−1). Moreover, the mean sSFR is almost two
times larger in the optically faint subsample (3.4
×10−10 yr−1) than in the whole sample of candi-
date Type 2 AGN (1.9 ×10−10 yr−1). Once again,
the hypothesis that the two distributions have been
originated by the same sSFR distribution is re-
jected on the basis of a KS-test (P>99.999%).
In conclusion, our data suggest that the existence of a
linear trend between the hard band X-ray luminosity and
X/O for Type2 AGN becomes weaker at fainter optical
magnitudes, where sources have higher redshifts and the
sSFR is higher, i.e., galaxies are likely in a stronger ac-
tivity phase. In this subsample, the AGN contribution to
the optical emission is less significant than in the X-ray,
while the host-galaxy contribution is probably hidden in
the optical band by the same gas responsible for the star
formation. This star formation can be observed in the
3.6 µm band, where the difference in magnitude between
the whole Type 2 sample (mean AB magnitude 20.5±1.1)
and the i >25 sample (mean AB magnitude 21.8±0.7) is
significantly smaller than in the i-band.
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Fig. 13.— X/O versus hard band luminosity, rest frame, for
Chandra COSMOS-Legacy sources with LX>10
42 erg s−1 in the
2-10 keV band. Blue sources are Type 1 AGN; red are Type 2 AGN.
Sources with i>25 are plotted in green. Darker scale colours indi-
cate higher source density. The best fit relation for all non BLAGN
or obscured AGN and galaxy dominated objects with LX>10
42
erg s−1(black solid line), for those with fX(2-10 keV)>8×10
−15
erg s−1 cm−2 (black dashed line) and for those with i>25 (black
dotted line) are also plotted.
8.4. Luminosity dependence of the AGN obscured
fraction
The existence of a trend between the fraction of ob-
scured AGN and the X-ray luminosity was already shown
by Lawrence & Elvis (1982). More recently, Ueda et al.
(2003) confirmed the result in the 2-10 keV (rest frame)
band: at low luminosities, LX≃10
42 erg s−1, almost the
whole sample is composed of obscured AGN, while unob-
scured sources prevail moving towards high luminosities,
i.e. LX>10
44 erg s−1. This trend has been confirmed
over the years by other works, e.g. La Franca et al.
(2005), using HELLAS2XMM; Hasinger (2008), who di-
vided the sample in unobscured and obscured sources on
the basis of both the optical spectroscopic classification
and X-ray absorption properties; Ueda et al. (2014), who
also found that at higher redshifts the decline of the ob-
scured AGN fraction starts at higher luminosities; and
lastly Buchner et al. (2015). The same trend has al-
ready been confirmed by XMM-COSMOS, on the basis
of the optical classification of the sources, for both the
whole survey (B10) and in different redshift bins (Mer-
loni et al. 2014). A different result was instead found by
Lusso et al. (2013), which found no clear trend with 2-10
keV luminosity of the obscured fraction of Type 1 AGN
in XMM-COSMOS, using SED analysis to estimate the
dust covering fraction.
The whole Chandra COSMOS-Legacy survey has
about 900 more sources with z>0 and DET ML>10.8
in the hard band than XMM-COSMOS (2354 versus
≃1450), and twice better statistics than XMM-COSMOS
at luminosities lower than LX≃10
44 erg s−1 (see Fig-
ure 8, right panel). We studied the relation between
the obscured fraction of sources versus the 2-10 keV de-
absorbed luminosity: we estimated the absorption con-
tribution following the procedure described in Section
8.1.1. In Figure 14 (left panel) we plot (blue squares)
the fraction of spectroscopically selected obscured AGN
(i.e. the ratio between those sources which have been
classified as non-BL AGN and all sources with spectro-
scopic type information). The whole spectroscopic type
sample contains 1212 sources.
More than 90% of the sources at LX≤10
42 erg s−1 are
obscured, while the fraction of obscured sources decreases
to ≃80% at LX≃10
43 erg s−1 and drops around 20% at
LX≥10
44 erg s−1. However, there are significant uncer-
tainties on the trend estimated using only the spectro-
scopic information, first of all because our spectroscopic
sample is not complete (only 51.5% of the sources in-
cluded in this analysis have a spectral type) and, more-
over, the selection of sources for a spectral analysis in the
COSMOS field has so far been biased towards the opti-
cally brightest sources (see Figure 4), which are more
likely to be unobscured broad line AGN, which could re-
sult in an under-estimation of the obscured fraction at
high luminosities (LX≥10
44 erg s−1).
We therefore estimated the fraction of obscured AGN
using the photometric classification for all the sources
without a spectral type: the total number of sources
with either a spectroscopic or a photometric type is 2343.
In Figure 14, left panel, we plot the fraction of ob-
scured sources from the combined photometric and spec-
troscopic information in red circles: the agreement with
the spectroscopic trend is good at low luminosities (more
than 90% of sources with LX<10
42 erg s−1 are obscured).
At high luminosities (LX≥10
43.4 erg s−1) the fraction of
obscured sources is a factor ≃2 larger, i.e ≃40%. This
trend does not change significantly while computed in
complete bins of redshift and luminosity.
We also compared the optical obscuration results with
those obtained using the X-ray properties of the sample,
using the HR (see Section 8.1): we divided the sources
between obscured and unobscured using the HR thresh-
old HRth=-0.2. This is the same threshold used in B10,
and it is also the average HR value at any redshift, assum-
ing an obscured AGN spectral slope with Γ=1.4 (see Fig-
ure 10, black dotted line). The total number of sources
in this third sample is 2354 (including the HR upper and
lower limits), and the HR-determined obscuration frac-
tion is plotted with cyan triangles in the right panel of
Figure 14. The fraction of obscured sources at low lumi-
nosities is lower than in the two previous cases (≃65%
against ≃90%, even at LX<10
42 erg s−1), and is compa-
rable with the optically based result at LX≥10
44 erg s−1.
The discrepancy between the optical and X-ray obscured
fraction at low X-ray luminosity could be due to the fact
that in this luminosity range the main optical luminos-
ity contributor is the host galaxy, the AGN being there-
fore hidden; conversely, in the X-rays the galaxy con-
tribution is almost negligible at the Chandra COSMOS-
Legacy fluxes and the AGN identification is unbiased (see
also Merloni et al. 2014). As for the optical obscuration,
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the trend does not change significantly adopting com-
plete samples in bins of redshift and luminosity.
Our results at LX>10
43.5 erg s−1 are also in good
agreement with the fraction of obscured sources esti-
mated using the NH value from Lanzuisi et al. (2013),
where the obscured fraction of AGN is between 40 and
50% in the 2-10 keV luminosity range LX=[10
43.5-1045]
erg s−1.
In Figure 14 we also compare our results with Mer-
loni et al. (2014) XMM-COSMOS results in different
bins of redshift (z=[0.3-0.8], magenta diamonds; z=[0.8-
1.1], yellow diamonds, and z=[2.1-3.5], green diamonds).
There is a general agreement between these and our data,
within the errors, using both the optical and the X-ray
classification. Small differences are observed when com-
paring our results with theirs at z=[2.1-3.5], where at
LX>10
44 erg s−1 their results show 10-15% more ob-
scured sources on the basis of the optical information.
We also compare our results with the predictions of
the population synthesis models of Gilli et al. (2007,
black solid line) and Miyaji et al. (2015, black dotted
line), both based only on the X-ray classification, with
the one of and Treister & Urry (2006, black dashed line),
based on both optical and X-ray classifications. For all
these models, we measured the fraction of sources with
NH>10
22 cm−2, and folded the contribution in the two
different NH ranges through the observed flux range of
our survey. We divide our results in three ranges of lu-
minosity.
1. At LX<10
43.5 erg s−1 the two models predictions
diverge: the Treister & Urry (2006) trend is more
similar to the one obtained using the optical spec-
troscopic and photometric classifications, while our
HR-based obscured fraction is closer to the predic-
tions of the Gilli et al. (2007) and Miyaji et al.
(2015) models.
2. At 1043.5<LX<10
44 erg s−1 there is a good agree-
ment between the three models and our results ob-
tained using both spectroscopic and photometric
types or using the HR information.
3. At LX ≥ 10
44 erg s−1 the Treister & Urry model
overpredicts the fraction of obscured sources by 10-
20% with respect to our results using the optical
classification, while the Gilli model is in good agree-
ment with both the X-ray and optical obscuration
fraction.
On the whole luminosity range, the observed behavior
on the basis of the optical classification is fairly consistent
with the Treister et al. (2009) model predictions, while
the HR-based evidence of weak correlation between 2-
10 keV luminosity and obscuration fraction is consistent
with the Gilli et al (2007) and Miyaji et al. (2015) models
predictions.
9. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we presented the identification proce-
dure of optical/IR counterparts of the new 2273 Chandra
COSMOS-Legacy sources. We then presented the X-ray
to optical properties of the 4016 sources in the whole
Chandra COSMOS-Legacy survey (i.e., the combination
of the new survey and the 1743 C-COSMOS sources).
The following are the main results of the identification
process.
1. We associated the new 2773 Chandra COSMOS-
Legacy point-like sources with optical/IR counter-
parts in three different bands (i, K and 3.6 µm),
using the likelihood ratio technique, based on both
the separation between the X-ray and the opti-
cal/IR source, and the magnitude of the candidate
counterpart. We found a secure counterpart in at
least one of the three bands for 97% of the X-ray
sources.
2. 31 of 2273 X-ray sources have no optical/IR coun-
terpart: even if 30-50% of these sources could actu-
ally be spurious X-ray detections, or caused by bad
optical/IR imaging, the remaining part of them are
candidate obscured and/or high redshift sources.
Thanks to the large multiwavelength coverage in the
COSMOS field and to the numerous spectroscopic cam-
paigns, we were able to provide a redshift, either spec-
troscopic or photometric, for almost our whole sample
(96%). We also provided a spectroscopic type and/or a
photometric type from SED template best fitting.
1. 2151 sources of the 4016 in the whole Chandra
COSMOS-Legacy survey (53.6% of the whole sam-
ple) have a reliable spectroscopic redshift. Of these
sources, 36% are classified as BLAGN, while 59%
do not show evidence of broad lines, but only nar-
row emission and absorption lines. Finally, 5%
of the sources with spectroscopic information are
spectroscopically identified stars.
2. We provide a photometric redshift and a related
photometric classification for 3872 sources (96%).
The majority (65%) of these sources are fitted with
a non-active galaxy, even if only a minority of
sources (26% in soft and 13% in hard band) have
LX<10
42 erg s−1. 9% of the sample is fitted with
an obscured AGN template and 23% with an unob-
scured AGN template. Finally, 121 sources, 3% of
the whole sample, have been identified as stars on
the basis of the photometric template. In XMM-
COSMOS (B10) there were ≃50% Type 1 sources
and≃50%Type 2 sources: the larger fraction of ob-
scured sources in Chandra COSMOS-Legacy is due
to its flux limit three times deeper than in XMM-
COSMOS.
3. The Chandra COSMOS-Legacy luminosity distri-
bution in the soft band peaks at LX ≃3×10
43 erg
s−1 (Figure 8, left panel), and it is an excellent
bridge between deep pencil beam surveys like CDF-
S (Xue et al. 2011) and large area surveys like
Stripe 82 (LaMassa et al. 2013; La Massa et al.
submitted). Moreover, Chandra COSMOS-Legacy
covers with an excellent statistics (2285 sources in
the soft band) the range of redshift 1≤z≤3, i.e.
at the peak of the AGN activity and the follow-
ing period (Hasinger et al. 2005). Our survey also
samples with solid statistics the luminosity range
below the knee of the luminosity function, up to
redshift z ≃4 (Figure 7, right panel).
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Fig. 14.— Fraction of obscured sources as a function of 2-10 keV rest frame de-absorbed luminosity, using only spectroscopic information
(blue squares, left), combined spectroscopic and photometric information (red circles, left) and X-ray only HR based information, assuming
as obscured all those sources with HR>-0.2 (cyan triangles, right). Results obtained by Merloni et al. (2014) using subsamples of XMM-
COSMOS in different bins of redshift (z=[0.3-0.8], magenta; z=[0.8-1.1], yellow; z=[2.1-3.5], green) are shown as diamonds. We also plot
the fraction of AGN with NH > 10
22 cm−2 obtained using the XRB synthesis models by Gilli et al. (2007, solid black line), Miyaji et al.
(2015) and Treister & Urry (2006, black dashed line). All errors are 1σ and have been calculated using Equation 26 of Gehrels (1986).
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Finally, we studied several X-ray-to-optical proper-
ties of our sample, especially focusing on the obscured
sources.
1. We used the HR as a rough, purely X-ray based
obscuration estimation. The mean (median) HR
is HR=-0.26±0.32 (-0.30) for optically classified
Type 1 sources and HR=-0.03±0.46 (-0.10) for op-
tically classified Type 2 sources. We also studied
the evolution with redshift of HR (Figure 10), and
we found that, while the average HR of Type 2
sources lies above the one of Type 1 sources at
any redshift, both samples show an intrinsically
large dispersion. In the Type 2 sample, such a dis-
persion can be caused by a significant fraction of
sources with a galaxy best-fit SED template being
galaxy-dominated in the optical but not intrinsi-
cally obscured, therefore avoiding the possibility to
correctly classify the AGN.
2. With our sample of 2798 sources in the soft band
and 2363 sources in the hard band we put stronger
constraints to the X-ray to optical flux ratio locus
(Figure 11). Our results confirm, with a statistics
20% and 40% larger in the soft and hard bands, re-
spectively, the locus shown in C12: the new locus is
shifted to faint optical magnitudes in both soft and
hard X-ray band by ∆(X/O)≃0.3-0.5, without sig-
nificantly changes at different fluxes. We also stud-
ied the trend with X-ray soft flux of the K (Fig-
ure 12) and 3.6 µm magnitudes and we found that
the region which contains 90% of the AGN popu-
lation is considerably smaller (1.5-2 mag) than the
one in the i-band. This narrower relation indicates
a stronger correlation of X-rays with near-infrared
bands than with optical bands, a result that could
be explained with a lower contribution of the nu-
clear extinction at near-infrared wavelengths. This
last result is in general agreement with the fact that
near-IR selection techniques are almost as effective
as X-ray ones (Stern 2015).
3. The majority of candidate low luminosity AGN or
non active galaxies (i.e. sources with LX<10
42 erg
s−1) have low X-ray fluxes and bright optical mag-
nitudes (Figure 11). However, there is a fraction
of sources with low LX which shows X-ray to opti-
cal properties consistent with those of sources with
LX>10
42 erg s−1: 15% and 28% of sources with
LX<10
42 erg s−1 lie inside the Chandra COSMOS-
Legacy X-ray to optical flux ratio locus in the soft
and hard bands, respectively. The fraction is con-
siderably higher in the hard band, where it is more
likely to observe obscured AGN.
4. We confirm the existence of a correlation between
X/O and the luminosity in the 2-10 keV band for
Type 2 sources (Figure 13). We also confirm that
at faint magnitudes (i >25) the trend is weaker,
and our data suggest that this happens at higher
redshifts, where the sSFR is higher and the AGN
contribution to the optical emission is less signifi-
cant than the one in the X-ray.
5. We extend to low luminosities the well known, in-
verse correlation between the fraction of obscured
AGN and the hard band luminosity: the fraction
of optically classified obscured AGN is of the order
of 90% at LX<10
42 erg s−1 and drops to ≃40% at
LX>10
43.5 erg s−1. The observed behavior is fairly
consistent with the Treister et al. (2009) AGN syn-
thesis model predictions. On the other hand, if an
X-ray classification criterion based on the HR is
adopted, the lack of a strong correlation between
obscured fraction and luminosity is consistent with
the Gilli et al (2007) and Miyaji et al. (2015) mod-
els predictions. A higher spectroscopic complete-
ness, coupled with a proper X-ray spectral analysis
would be needed to fully capture the dependence
on luminosity of the obscured AGN fraction.
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